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THE MICROPHONE
We said the teleconferencing setups need to be simple, yet people need to know 
how to use standard microphones. They need to monitor their distance to the 
microphone, the angle of the microphone and even pronounce certain words 
differently, like those beginning with Ps. These are known in the industry as P-pops. 
So if standard mics are out, then what’s the solution?

Array microphones are probably the easiest to use solution and they perform well. 
They have also dropped dramatically in price thanks to brands like TOA and the  
Biamp Devio.

The Biamp Devio comes as either a desk mic kit or ceiling mic kit. We generally like 
the ceiling mic due to cabling considerations and because the mic’s out of the way. 
Once the system calibrates, you shouldn’t move the mic. To see how well it works, 
check out this YouTube: http://bit.ly/2FfOOMG

CONFERENCING HUB & 
TABLE MIC

CONFERENCING HUB & 
CEILING MIC

RSP INC

DEVDCM1 28657138 $1,095
DEVSCR20C 28657130 $3,475
DEVSCR25C 28657145 $3,825

RSP INC

DEVDTM1 28657142 $1,095
DEVSCR20T 28657135 $3,475
DEVSCR25T 28657150 $3,825

CLASS5 5" ACTIVE 
BOX SPEAKERS

                 TRADE PRICE EX RSP INC
CLASS5AB | 39814110     

CLASS5AW | 39814115 
$199

Conference rooms often use soundbars. We auditioned the Audac 
soundbar recently. It immediately became our first choice for boardrooms. 
It’s simple, with an inbuilt subwoofer. It can also be installed above 
or below the TV with the included mounting gear. It has an array of 
inputs, including Bluetooth for a spontaneous ‘boardroom party’, but the 
Vocal mode is most impressive. With the press of a button, it focuses 
frequencies on the vocal range, eliminating background noise in an instant. 
It worked so well!

ACTIVE 2.1 SOUNDBAR

We mentioned the TOA AM1 microphone above, but this month we’ll 
see the TOA AMCF1 soundbar. The AMCF1 contains basically an AM1 
microphone and is also a soundbar. This has to be the easiest solution for 
a boardroom, requiring limited install experience, but after playing with the 
prototype at the Integrate Show, it works well. We expect that boardrooms 
around Australia will love the performance and simplicity of the AMCF1.

 
INTEGRATED AUDIO COLLABORATION SYSTEM

Video online

DEVSCR20 includes hub, mic 
and 20W mono amplification.

DEVSCR25 has the same 
features as its little brother 
plus it can interface with 
your VOIP handset & has 
Bluetooth.

Note: 6.5" option also available.

PANACAST2 | 09002086

PANACAST 2 4K PANORAMIC  
USB CAMERA
Currently the Panacast2 is being cleared. 
Please call to confirm pricing before quoting 
any job!

TELECONFERENCING FOR DUMB DUMBS
In Australia and the rest of the world, people are increasingly working from home. In 
fact according to the ABS (2016), around a third of Australians regularly work from 
home and that number is increasing.

While these people can patch into the office remotely, head office needs to be 
the command centre. That means that they need to have a boardroom equipped 
with a simple teleconferencing system, but what about the costs, simplicity and 
effectiveness?

Let’s set some perimeters.
A total layout of no more than $10k. Works with most software like Skype of Business. 
Doesn’t require training for things like DSPs or IT expertise. Users can bring their own 
device, like a laptop, tablet or phone (BYOD) and users require practically no training.

We’ll break the system into microphones, speakers, cameras and monitors.

THE CAMERA
While it’s perfectly fine to use a Logitech webcam, there are more professional 
options. The Panacast2 is one such option. It feature 3x 4K cameras for a full field 
of view. There are also software upgrades that can do stuff like intelligently track 
attendees. It can be effectively a PTZ camera without the all the drawbacks of a 
motorised camera.

The TOA AM1 is similar to the Devio in that its 
software monitors the speaker’s distance and 
keeps the volume level uniform. It will focus on 
the speaker, until they have finished talking. Once 
these happens, it will search out the next speaker 
and direct its beam at that person. You can 
view the process on the free software. It works 
fantastically well.

ACTIVE BEAM STEERING  
ARRAY MIC

 AM1W | 28657115  AM1B | 28657110
RSP INC

$3,999

THE SPEAKERS
You can add either passive or active (powered) speakers to a Devio Hub 
equipped with a low mono amplifier.

Our highest selling active speakers are the Class5A. They now feature a 
passive standby feature, so once installed, you don’t need to touch a thing.

RSP INC
$1,299

RSP INC
IMEO1B | 01931954     

IMEO1W | 01931956 
$489

BY MIKE SWANN

AMCF1B | 28657172     

AMCF1W | 28657174 

RSP INC
$4,999

PANACAST + BIAMP + TOA + AUDAC + WINTAL

https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=28657138%2C%2028657130%2C%2028657145
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=28657142%2C%2028657135%2C%2028657150
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=active%20box%20speakers
http://bit.ly/2FfOOMG
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01931954/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01931956/-
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=active%20box%20speakers
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/09002086/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/28657115/-
http://bit.ly/2FfOOMG
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When it comes to professional MATV solutions, Spaun 
was widely regarded as the best manufacturer in the 
world. Unfortunately, after 50 years of business, the 
German manufacturer recently announced that they are 
entering into insolvency proceedings.

We were shocked by the news. We supply many of 
the best MATV installers in the industry and they all 

use Spaun product for everything from skyscrapers to 
hospitals, so we need to find a replacement ASAP!

The best replacement was Switzerland's Axing. In our 
testing, it outperformed all of the most popular names in 
industry by a good margin.

As an example, the 38dB amplifier (ATSP38) returned 
a MER that was a good 1.5dB above one of the most 

reputable brands in the industry. We were told to test it 
by feeding in a nice ~60dB clean terrestrial TV signal, 
but we thought it would be more fun trying to break it. 
We got a nice clean output from a ~40dB input (~80dB 
output), right up to nearly 107dB, when quality started 
to drop. We were ecstatic about finding a worthy 
replacement for Spaun!

SWITZERLAND'S AXING - A WORTHY REPLACEMENT FOR SPAUN 

THE FIRST STABLE 4K MODULATOR ON THE MARKET

ATSP38 | 00760592
                       TRADE PRICE EX RSP INC

$398

38DB GAIN CATV 
AMPLIFIER 
107DBΜV OUTPUT 
FOX APP: F31092

HEADEND
COFDM INTO 8 
CHANNEL DVB-T 
WALL MOUNTING

Q4K-R1 | 37400325
RSP INC
$549

4K MODULATOR

Flawless quality, even at extreme signal levels

Resi-Linx are replacing the industry's most popular modulator, the HD1603, with a new "4K" modulator, 
the Q4K-R1. 
We chose to use inverted commas because it accepts a 4K signal and will pass-through that same signal, 
however modulated signal is still limited to 1080p. This is due to limitations with TV tuners. 
We have been testing the new Q4K-R1 for months now. While the Q4K-R1 is not the first 4K modulator on 
the market, it's the first stable 4K modulator. Like the HD1603, the Q4K-R1 supports Resi-linx IR targets 
and emitters. Resi-linx are the market leader in both IR and modulation and the only brand to have Foxtel 
approved product in both fields.  

CONTROLLING DEVICES
With attendees bringing their own devices, sharing and collaborating can be complex. 
The system needs to be wireless, high performance and easy to use. The Airlink002 is 
our preferred choice.

The Airlink002 is the fastest system for switching and being on the latest Wi-Fi standard, 
11ac, it doesn’t suffer from the lag of older systems. First time users need to only insert 
a USB. The laptop will identify the USB, run the program and you’re done! With the press 
of the dongle’s button, you can display whatever content is on your computer. It has a 
million other features, so check out the YouTube video at: https://bit.ly/2RCZfQm.

AIRLINK WIRELESS 
PRESENTATION

THE MONITOR / TV
The final piece of the puzzle is the display or TV. Each situation is different, 
but our biggest selling brand is Philips. They have always given us great, 
on-site warranty support, but now they have caught up and passed their 
competitors in terms of software. The D-line, like just about all Philips 
commercial TVs, features Android. Their hospitality software (Command) is 
powerful, but the “run of the mill” digital signage software, called Fusion, is 
being used for so many cool applications. With the D-line, you have a well 
priced, commercial TV, but when the TV is not in use, you can schedule the 
images or videos that help push your corporate message. If you have TVs 
around the country, then they can be grouped together and controlled from 
one location. This is literally the tip of the iceberg, with Philips promising us 
an in-store demo unit, so that we can explain it further, face-to-face!

                                                 TRADE RSP INC

43BDL4050D 43095258 43" $1,299
49BDL4050D/00 43095286 49" $1,399
55BDL4050D 43095284 55" $1,799
65BDL4050D 43095282 65" $2,999

D-LINE 
COMMERCIAL 
TVS  

RSP INC

AIRD002 64600412
2 SPARE  
DONGLES $695

AIRLINK002 64600410 FULL KIT $2,750

Video online

The standard Airlink kit comes with 
the hub & 2 USB dongles. 

FTAHE | 00760004
       TRADE PRICE EX                RSP INC

$5,500

PRO2 + PHILIPS + AXING + RESI-LINX

http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/00760592/-
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=64600412%2C%2064600410
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=_QFpMMJ09Ao
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=43095258%2C%2043095286%2C%2043095284%2C%2043095282
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/37400325/-
https://bit.ly/2RCZfQm.
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  AQB18BLK | 08850018
  AQB18BLU | 08850015

The AQB18 is one of the most durable headphones 
on the market with an unsurpassed IPx8 rating. This 
means that joggers can sweat as much as they like and 
simply rinse the headphones under water after use.

The AQBs can also be used while swimming. Since 
Bluetooth doesn't transmit under water, you need only 
drag-and-drop the files on to the internal memory (8gb) 
and you'll be ready to go.

The charging clip on the AQB is unique. It makes the 
AQB perfectly sealed, yet super easy to charge.

8GB WATERPROOF BLUETOOTH AQUA BUDS

ADD INTEREST AND FUN TO YOUR EXERCISE & SPORTING ACTIVITIES

AQB18BLK

AQB18BLU

LOSSLESS FLAC SUPPORT & 10 HRS BATTERY

The final aspect is performance. They are highly 
sensitive, meaning you will never need to go to full 
volume. The oversized drivers deliver huge bass. 
The final vital ingredient to a sporting headphone 
is comfort. The AQB is guaranteed to be the most 
comfortable sporting headphone that you've ever used. 
It will stay perfectly in place even during the most 
rigorous exercise. For joggers that prefer to remove 
headphones at busy streets, you need only flick 
forward the earpiece. Once you cross the street, you 
can flick the earpiece back in your ear. 

TRADE PRICE EX RSP INC
$89

HIGH QUALITY WIRELESS SOUND FOR EVERY DAY LISTENING ON THE GO 
IN-EAR 
BLUETOOTH 
HEADPHONE

BLUETOOTH HEADSET
WITH OVER EAR MIC VOLUME

BLUETOOTH AUDIO 
TRANSMITTER

IN-EAR 
BLUETOOTH 
SPORT HEADSET

IN-EAR BLUETOOTH 
HEADPHONE

CX6.00BT | 20518976
the Sennheiser CX 6.00BT wireless 
in-ear headset is everything you 
need to enjoy your music and videos 
on the go.

 ʷ Clad in an ultra-lightweight frame
 ʷ Superior fit and comfort
 ʷ Intuitive controls
 ʷ Robust build, and long battery life

Its elegantly minimalistic design has been crafted from 
robust, high-quality materials to meet the requirements 
of the street.

 ʷ Closed-back, around-ear headset 
 ʷ Bluetooth 4.0 and aptX compatibility 
 ʷ Intuitive ear-cup mounted controls
 ʷ Robust foldable headband design

                                                         RSP INC

HD4.40BT 20518922 $249.95

HD4.50BTNC 20518919
NOISEGARD ACTIVE  
NOISE CANCELLATION

$319

BTT100 | 39894360
Upgrade your home 
entertainment system with 
this sleek Bluetooth audio 
transmitter. The BT T100 
lets you easily connect your 
wireless headphones to your 
stationary sound equipment. 

CXSPORT | 20518981
Experience the joy of 
movement with the 
Sennheiser CX SPORT  
in-ear wireless headset.

 ʷ Lightweight, sweat 
and splash resistant
 ʷ Can be worn around the neck or in front

CX7.00BT | 20518984 
The CX 7.00BT wireless 
neckband headset is probably 
one of the most sensible and 
at the same time enjoyable 
things to wear around your 
neck. 

 ʷ Qualcomm aptX support
 ʷ Robust design

HD4.40BT HD4.50BTNC

SOUNDS LIKE
A PARTY

Buy one of these selected 
 products and upgrade 

 for free at the same 
 recommended retail price!

For full Terms & Conditions and trade discounts, please visit www.radioparts.com.au/newsFrom 1st of December 2018 until 31st of March 2019

NEXT7345 DesignMount     43130237  
Upgrade to NEXT8365 SoundMount     43130247

NEXT7355 MotionMount    43130244  
Upgrade to NEXT8375 MotionSoundMount    43130243

Buy a NEXT7355/NEXT7345 model & for  
the same price, upgrade for FREE to the NEXT8375/NEXT8365 
model with integrated soundbar & wireless subwoofer!

UPGRADE
for FREE

WITH INTEGRATED SOU
N

D

RSP INC
$799
RSP INC

$1,299

RSP INC
$129

RSP INC
$147

RSP INC
$219

RSP INC
$149.95

WINTAL + SENNHEISER

http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/20518981/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/20518976/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/20518984/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/20518922/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/20518919/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/39894360/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/08850018/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/08850015/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/news
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HIGH QUALITY WIRELESS SOUND FOR EVERY DAY LISTENING ON THE GO 

PRECISION. CRAFSTMANSHIP. INNOVATION.

BLUETOOTH INTEGRATED 
SPEAKERS

GET ACCESS TO  
DIGITAL CHANNELS

BULK BUY

HALF PRICE

AVCX8500B | 01611210

13.2CH 150W AUDIO VIDEO 
AMPLIFIER
9.2.4 SURROUND-DUAL MONO BLOCK

AVRX4500H | 01611201
$3,199

9.2CH 200W FULL 4K HD 
RECEIVER
ALEXA VOICE CONTROL- 3D AUDIO

HEOS 5 SERIES 2  
WIRELESS SPEAKER

  HEOS5-S2B | 39894775
  HEOS5-S2W | 39894779

 ʷ Two custom-designed tweeters, 
mid-woofers and a passive 
radiator powered by four 
dedicated Class-D amplifiers

 ʷ Bluetooth integrated  

BLU-RAY PLAYER  
& HD TWIN TUNER  
DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER
SRT6500 | 10305910
Get access to all the latest Digital channels!

 ʷ Chase play, editing, bookmarks and ad skipping 
options

 ʷ 500GB HDD - record up to 250hrs of content! 
 ʷ Multimedia playback

RSP INC
$299

One of the national retailers couldn't move the stock, so Yamaha 
came to us. If the price is low enough, we can move anything!

9.2CH 4 ZONE AV RECEIVER  
WITH 3D SOUND
FIELD AND SURROUND: AI  
(4K UHD support)
RXV3085 | 01618777

 ʷ MusicCast 
 ʷ XLR input terminal  
 ʷ HDMI (8 in/2 out) with Dolby Atmos & Hybrid Log-Gamma
 ʷ New enhanced Cinema DSP
RSP INC

$2,198

7.2CH 2 ZONE  
HDCP2.2 AV RECEIVER
 RXV685T | 01618775

 ʷ Ability to add wireless surround speakers 
(MusicCast 20 or MusicCast 50) 

 ʷ Amazon Alexa voice control
 ʷ YPAO Reflected Sound Control  
 ʷ Premium titanium coloured finish
 ʷ HDMI (5 in/2 out) with Dolby Vision & Hybrid Log-Gamma
RSP INC
$869

UCA142GNBUR/1M | 05107144 (METRE CODE)
Ultra high quality Burial 2 core 14 gauge speaker 
cable from Unified Copper. A durable box design, 
with large mouth opening allows for tangle 
free, easier cable pulls. All cables come with 
sequential meter markings counting down  
from 152 metre.

RSP INC
$3.55

SOUNDBAR
WITH BLUETOOTH & BUILT-IN SUBWOOFER
M3 | 01938748

 ʷ Compact design  
 ʷ Plug-and-play set-up with HDMI input
 ʷ 180° sound speaker technology 
 ʷ aptX Bluetooth quality
 ʷ Sits on your TV unit or wall mount it easily  

RSP INC
$349

2 CORE BURIAL SPEAKER CABLE-1M

ULTRA HIGH QUALITY

1/2 price special on the award winning Q Acoustics M3 Soundbar with inbuilt subwoofer

WAS 
$399 

Denon’s Japanese-made flagship AV amplifier, the 
AVCX8500H, has finally landed at Radio Parts! This 
beast is pretty unique, being the first full 13.2 channel 
amplifier on the market. Each channel is discretely 
driven, weighing a hefty 23kg. This gives us the option 
of selecting between a 7.2.6 or 9.2.4 Dolby Atmos 
configuration. These options should suit both larger 
rooms as well as the ultimate immersive experience  
for hardcore AV aficionados!

Some months ago, we auditioned one of the first 
domestic IMAX demos. The presenter brought along 
a “handmade” IMAX demo disk. This was feed into 
Panasonic’s flagship Blu-ray player, via the Denon 
AVCX8500 to 3 dedicated power amps. These power 
amps were similar to the Earthquake Cinenova. The 
results from the 7.4.6 demo room was nothing short  
of incredible!  

RSP INC
$5,999

RSP INC
$649

ISSUE 156
FEB 2019 DENON + HEOS + STRONG + YAMAHA

http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01611210/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/39894775/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/39894779/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01618775/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01618777/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01938748/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/05107144/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01611201/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/10305910/-
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EACH MONTH ONE OF OUR SALES REPS RECOMMENDS THEIR FAVOURITE PRODUCTS.    
BEN MARSHALL'S PICK

DIGITAL CORDLESS PHONE  
WITH LINK TO MOBILE &  
DECT REPEATER

DECT BLUETOOTH CORDLESS PHONE
TRIPLE PK WITH ANSWERING MACHINE

Available in twin or triple pack, links your 
mobile phone to your home phone, doubles 
the phone’s operating range, suppresses 
background noise and more!

DIGITAL CORDLESS PHONE
WITH ANSWERING MACHINE

 ʷ Power back-up operation • Easy to hear answering system sound
 ʷ Nuisance call block  • Twin, triple & four handset phones also available

AMPLIFIED  
CORDLESS PHONE
WITH ANSWERING MACHINE
KXTGM420AZB | 43008538

The perfect choice for anyone 
affected by mild to moderate  
hearing loss.

 ʷ Easily block nuisance callers
 ʷ Slow down fast talkers

1.9GHZ DECT 
CORDLESS PHONE
KXTGB110ALB | 43008569
Entry model DECT phone.

 ʷ 50 station phone book
 ʷ 20 name and number call log
 ʷ 5 selectable ring tones

DIGITAL CORDED-CORDLESS PHONE
This corded base unit and cordless handset is perfect for home or 
business, featuring direct link to mobile, call block and do not disturb 
modes, app alerts and full speaker phone conferencing functions.

 ʷ Call Block • Power back-up operation
 ʷ Application Alerts (For Android Devices)
 ʷ Large tiltable LCD With One-Touch Dial Buttons
 ʷ Noise reduction • Twin & triple handset phones available 

                                                                          RSP INC

KXTGF380AZM 43008696 WITH ONE CORDLESS HANDSET $144.10

KXTGF382AZM 43008706 WITH TWO CORDLESS HANDSETS $174.85

                                                                            RSP INC

KXTG7882AZS 43008422 WITH TWO CORDLESS HANDSET $142
KXTG7883AZS 43008424 WITH THREE CORDLESS HANDSETS $187

                                                                              TRADE PRICE EX RSP INC

KXTGD320ALB 43008428 SINGLE CORDLESS HANDSET $55
KXTGD322ALB 43008432 WITH TWO CORDLESS HANDSETS $70
KXTGD323ALB 43008436 WITH THREE CORDLESS HANDSETS $88
KXTGD324ALB 43008438 WITH FOUR CORDLESS HANDSETS $115

Video online

USB CHARGING 
PORT

TEXT MESSAGE 
ALERT

RANGE 
EXTENDER

LINK-TO-CELL

WORKS DURING 
BLACK OUTSBLUETOOTH

LOUD AND CLEAR SOUND WITH ANSWERING SYSTEM

RSP INC
$224

Although I love the capabilities of an App-controlled, 
multi-zone audio system like MusicCast or HEOS, 
sometimes you just want the simplicity of music through a 
few rooms. Think small businesses, doctors’ and dentists’ 
offices, retail showrooms, display houses, and through 
your own home.

If all you want is music playing in four rooms, it’s hard to 
go past the PRO1300. Plug in a music source (phone, 
tablet, radio, Bluetooth receiver, etc.) and up to four pairs 
of speakers, and there you go! Each channel has 15 
Watts of power at 4Ω, and each has a separate volume 
control. If you need more zones, it has a loop-through 
audio output so connect up another PRO1300 and you’ve 
got up to eight rooms of audio. Simple and effective.

The PRO1300 does have a bigger sibling: the 
PRO1323. A PRO1323 does all of the same things 
but adds a range of different input types. Optical or 
digital coaxial inputs (e.g. from the output of a TV or CD 
player), it has. Two analogue audio inputs, it has those 
too. It even has an input for a dynamic microphone if 
you want to make an occasional announcement.

HOME PHONES ARE A DYING MARKET, SO IF WE GET A DEAL, IT NEEDS TO BE A HUGE DISCOUNT!  
THESE ARE THE CRAZIEST DEALS THAT THE JAPANESE HAVE EVER OFFERED.

KXTG7893AZS | 43008654
Make and receive mobile phone calls through your multi-handset  
home phone with the Bluetooth powered Panasonic LINK-TO-CELL.

 ʷ Text Message (SMS) Alert        • Catch answering machine calls
 ʷ Convenient USB charging port  • Reduce the background noise of the other party
RSP INC

$179.95

4 ZONE STEREO 
POWER 
AMPLIFIER
AUDIO WITH 
HEADPHONE OUT
PRO1300 | 01458295

4 ZONE AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER
INTEGRATED 4 SOURCE STEREO
PRO1323 | 01458298

RSP INC
$299

Now, these won’t blow your hair back with VOLUME, 
and we’ve got recommendations for that too. However, 
for a simple setup, easy to use, four-zone music 
amplifier, then either the PRO1300 or PRO1323 might 
just be your jam.

RSP INC
$85

RSP INC
$19.80

PRO.2 + PANASONIC

https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=43008422%2C%2043008424
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/43008654/-
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=43008428%2C%2043008432%2C%2043008436%2C%2043008438
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/43008538/-
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=43008696%2C%2043008706
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01458295/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01458298/-
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4X4 HDMI 2.0 MATRIX

3X1 HDMI 2.0 SWITCH

RSP INC
$79

RSP INC
$499

RSP INC
$129

RSP INC
$6.50

HDMI3S18G | 64510045

HDMIMX44V18G | 64510365

PRO1328K | 01458307

 K9-2MYEL | 27752116 
 K9-2MOR | 27752117

LINE OUT CONVERTERMIC AND STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
KIT WITH VOLUME CONTROL BOX

IEC POWER LEAD

HOME PHONES ARE A DYING MARKET, SO IF WE GET A DEAL, IT NEEDS TO BE A HUGE DISCOUNT!  
THESE ARE THE CRAZIEST DEALS THAT THE JAPANESE HAVE EVER OFFERED.

Henry Ford once said that you can have any  
colour you want, so long as it's black.
100 years later, we're experimenting with different  
coloured IEC cables! Is this something that you  
guys would use? Time will tell!

Out in a caravan or boat, enjoying some sun and want to pump 
out a few tunes? Why not check out the Pro1328k Amp. 

FUN IN THE SUN WITH PRO1328K AMPLIFIER

18G HDMI 2.0 MATRIX & SWITCH

COLOURED IEC CABLES

If you need to power cycle an electrical device 
where it is hard to reach, then these power 
leads are the perfect solution! The inline 
switch allows you to quickly and easily  
turn on/off your connected device.

RSP INC
CLPC52RS 27752400 $9.90
K9-RA2MRS 27752250

2M POWER LEADS CLPC52RS

K9-RA2MRS

HLLC200 | 01458400
RSP INC
$49.95

The HDMIMX44V18G is ideal for many applications 
including commercial venues with multiple sources and 
displays. These inputs and outputs can be controlled by 
practically any means with IR, RS232 and web (LAN) 
control. There are digital audio outputs for every source 
for when the venue is using a separate PA system.

Only a few months ago, we landed our first 18G switch 
which featured 4-way switching and audio extraction. 
Expanding the range, the HDMI3S18G switch is a 
simple 3-way switch with an IR remote. It’ll conveniently 
remember the last selected source.

Ben will be giving us training on this 
subject on 15th March at Radio Parts 
(562 Spencer St, West Melbourne).

While we’re strongly encouraging 
customers to “future-proof” and 
use 18G components, the price 
differential has meant that we need 
to also stock low cost alternatives. 
It has never been more important to 
understand the difference between 
these products! 

20W DC12V CLASS D 
AMPLIFIER

120W POWER 
AMPLIFIER

RSP INC
$129

RSP INC
$549

PA20M | 01455085 PLA2 | 01458205

After nearly 20 years of service, we’re putting the SA25 out 
to pasture. This tiny amplifier was originally designed with the 
automotive market in mind, powering low impedance speakers 
from a 12V power supply. The replacement is the PA20M. 
It includes a mounting plate, meaning you 
can store the PA20M anywhere. Class D 
amplification, so it’ll run cool and be more 
efficient. It also features a USB, mic and line 
level input!

The PLA2 is the ultimate zone amplifier 
with a hefty 120W x 2 (8Ω, 1% THD, 
2ch) output or up to 240W on 100V line 
installations.
It auto powers down after 15min and will 
power on either manually, automatically 
or via a 12V trigger!

With the new “proper” 4K sources hitting the market, like the Foxtel IQ4, the ability to process 18G signals 
is becoming mandatory. We’ve had 18G Pro2 leads for around 12 months now, followed by a suite of 18G 
switches, splitters and fibre optics. The 4x4 matrix and the 3-way splitter are the latest additions to the range!

If your radio 
doesn't have an 
Aux-out, then use 
an Earthquake 
HLLC200 instead!

PRO.2 +  MCLELLAND + DOSS

http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/64510365/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01458400/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/27752117/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/27752116/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01458307/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/27752400/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/27752250/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01455085/-
http://www.radioparts.com.au/product/01458205/-
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TERMS & CONDITIONS  Product features and pricing in this newsletter are subject to change without notice.  Special promotional prices advertised here are valid for the month the newsletter has been published.  However, some offers may commence or extend beyond 
the length of the promotion.  Availability and pricing of products are offered on a while stocks last basis.  Most products have been photographed in-house and are identical to what you will receive, but manufacturers may make improvements during the life of a product without 
notice and this may result in a slightly different design.  If certain product features are important, please contact our sales department for confirmation before ordering the product.  Information presented in this newsletter has been checked and is believed to be correct at the 
time of printing, however, errors and omissions are excepted.  Radio Parts can not guarantee prices, specifications, or features of a product that may change after printing.  Radio Parts reserves the right to correct printing errors.  ‡ Device displayed to demonstrate purpose 
of product may not be included–please check with Radio Parts where unsure.

TRADE SALES TEAM
SALES MANAGER  : MICHAEL SWANN 0404 877 905
EAST VICTORIA : JOE CIOTTA 0417 140 222
WEST VICTORIA : DARREN ROWLANDS 0419 366 980 
SA, NT, WA
NORTH VICTORIA : BEN MARSHALL 0418 531 965 
TAS
SYDNEY NSW, ACT : MARK DE HAVILLAND 0424 184 454 
NORTH NSW, QLD      : FRANK MANICASTRI    0437 179 495

DOS12-REF  
R-01453340

MA4075-RFB  
81000040

YSP2700-RFB 
R-01938704

MUSICCAST 50W-RFB 
R-39896555

STUDIO5AW-RFB 
81000006

MUSICCAST 50B-RFB 
R-39896552

REFURBISHED SPECIALS! Check out the returns at  www.radioparts.com.au/refurbished. 
Here are some highlights:

In its original box. Some minor 
marks on  
the unit. The battery is  
replaced. DVD/CD/USB player 
Upgradeable to diversity 
wireless receiver system  
(empty slot)

In its original box with all the accessories,  
the unit was used at  
a trade show for very  
short time as a demo 
model. Has some 
minor scratches on  
top surface.

$349 ex.
Normally $575!

$580 ex.
Normally $699!

$400 ex.
Normally $595!

$920 ex.
Normally $1,499!

$580 ex.
Normally $699!

$99 ex.
Normally $199!

40W RMS PORTABLE 
SOUND SYSTEM

BLACK STEREO 
MUSICAST SPEAKER

SHOW MULTIPLEX 
AMPLIFIER

7.1CH SOUNDBAR & 
WIRELESS SUB

5" ACTIVE OUTDOOR 
SPEAKER

WHITE STEREO 
MUSICAST SPEAKER

The product is in 
good condition and
in its original box.

The product is in 
good condition 
and has only been 
removed from box 
to test after box 
was damaged in 
transit. 

No fault customer 
return.
It's in brand new 
condition in its 
original box.

This is an ex-demo 
unit which was used  
at a trade show.
In its original 
packaging 
re-packed with all its 
accessories. 

PLEASE SEE RADIO PARTS WEBSITE FOR SPECIFIED FEATURES.

CAN'T SCAN QR CODES?
DOWNLOAD SCANLIFE  
FROM YOUR APP STORE

REGISTER NOW 
USING YOUR 
SMART PHONE!

FEBRUARY 
SESSIONS

Join us in February for more no-strings info 
sessions, more hands-on knowledge  

& more great deals!  

AIPHONE NEW RESIDENTIAL AND  
COMMERCIAL OFFERINGS
15th  Feb 2019

YAMAHA MULTI-ROOM AMPLIFIERS 
22th Feb 2019

Information
Sessions

2019

Get busy learning.
See our full list of free information  

sessions for the new year

https://www.radioparts.com.au/training

RETURNEDEX-DISPLAY  

EX-DISPLAY  

DAMAGED BOX 

REFURBISHEDCOSMETIC 

RADIO PARTS

https://www.radioparts.com.au/product/R-01453340/dos12-ref-40w-rms-portable-sound-system-w-dvd-mp3-usb-module#.XEZOrVwzaUk
https://www.radioparts.com.au/product/81000040/ma4075-rfb-multiplex-amplifier-refurbished-stock#.XEZOwFwzaUk
https://www.radioparts.com.au/product/R-39896555/musiccast-50w-rfb-white-stereo-musicast-speaker-bluetooth-airplay-spotify#.XEZO01wzaUk
https://www.radioparts.com.au/product/R-39896552/musiccast-50b-rfb-black-stereo-musicast-speaker-bluetooth-airplay-spotify#.XEZPGVwzaUk
https://www.radioparts.com.au/training
https://www.radioparts.com.au/search-products?productsearch=active%20box%20speakers
mailto:info@radioparts.com.au
http://www.radioparts.com.au/refurbished.

